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Abstract
Stainless steel has an excellent mechanical properties as well as high corrosion resistance. Stainless steel foams therefore seemed as an attractive material for impact energy absorption applications where damping capability is required such as in vehicles and buildings. Also when stainless steel foam is produced as stainless steel foam, the material density will be reduced thus the resulting foam will be a combination of light weight and high strength that can also be used in high strength applications. In our analysis we tried to produce stainless steel foam through powder metallurgy in order to control mechanical properties in a better manner compared to casting method. Also we try to compare the pore morphology in foams on changing the space holder from accicular urea to crushed urea using FE-SEM. The properties of stainless steel foam, to a large extent are found to depend on the pores arrangement which is decided by the space holder utilized during its synthesis using powder metallurgy route. The stainless steel obtained using accicular carbamide as space holder are found to possess accicular or irregular pores whereas those produced with crushed urea as space holder possesses nearly circular holes. Also the previous foams are found to have better mechanical properties contributing towards more useful metallic foam.

Introduction
Metal foams are cavitated structures occupied by solid metal with gas-filled pores acquiring a large volume. They have various unique properties simultaneously such as low density (greater porosity), high compression strength, higher stiffness, more energy absorption property & low thermal conductivity which make it desirable for structural & functional...
1. The commonly used metal foams are made up of aluminium, titanium, tantalum and steel. The microstructure of metal foams consists of a complex combination of solid and void phases. The voids have random shape & size and mostly don't follow any pattern. Therefore randomness, which is obviously introduced into metal foams during manufacturing processes, is creating more uncertainty in the behavior of metal foams compared to solid steel. Therefore, studying the cause and control of uncertainty in the structures of metal foams is more beneficial since they will be cause the variation in their properties.

Various methods exists for the manufacture of stainless steel foams such as melt-gas injection, powder metallurgy, investment casting, melt-foaming and melt infiltration. Since powder metallurgy is cost effective and flexible it has been considered a suitable method for stainless steel foam fabrication. Also it results in better uniform distribution of pores in foams, more precise control of process variables and pore size & high relative density. Steel foam is a material that can create materials with a variety of different morphologies that have desirable mechanical properties. Metal foams have an extended stress plateau in their compressive stress-strain curves, which is effective for absorbing energy at a constant stress level.

Metal foams are affective in automotive, railway, aerospace and chemical applications, where low weight, reduced chemical pollution and high degree of comfort and safety are needed.

**Experimental Work**

**Measurement**

In order to obtain porosity 40, 50 & 60% in the resulting structure, the stainless steel -316L powder and accicular urea are individually packed in different packets in required quantity after measurement in electronic weighing machine. Now corresponding to 40 % porosity, the contents of packets of ss and accicular urea powder are placed inside crucible for nearly 14 minutes. Repeating the
same for 50 and 60% porosity packets. In similar manner the samples of crushed urea particles are prepared maintaining porosity 40, 50 & 60%.

**Mixing and Preheating**

These properly mixed powders in appropriate amount are placed inside a cylindrical die of 10 mm diameter and are subjected to a pressure of 250 MPa for 30 seconds producing green compacts of cylindrical shape complementary to die inner portion. After that, the green compact samples of low strength are preheated in a cylindrical furnace at 350 °C, for nearly two and half hour.

![Fig. 5: Sintered stainless steel foam samples with varying porosity processed using acicular crystals of urea](image)

![Fig. 6: Sintered Stainless steel foam samples with varying porosity processed using fine urea particles](image)

![Fig. 7: SEM image showing sintered foam sample (using acicular urea space holder)](image)

![Fig. 8: SEM image showing sintered sample (using crushed urea space holder)](image)
Sintering
The preheated samples are heated up to 1110 °C and kept at the same temperature for about 115 minutes. Heating rate maintained during sintering is 12 °C/min. For preventing any residual stresses and structural deformation, the samples are remained in the furnace for a time period of 65 min. As a result the samples volume attains a uniform temperature of 1100 °C. Afterwards these specimens are kept in the furnace for cooling.

The microstructure arrangements of both types of distinct ss foam samples obtained using accicular and crushed carbamide are viewed on a Scanning Electron Microscope.

The mechanical properties of the samples are characterized after performing compression test on the specimen on Instron universal testing machine at the strain rate of 10-3 s-1.

Results and Discussion
Green compact samples compacted surface are analyzed on FE-SEM. The microstructure shows the position of urea particles in the stainless steel matrix in the figure. In the image the black area

![Fig. 9: True stress versus True strain curve (for acicular urea sample)](image)

![Fig. 10: True stress vs True strain curve (for crushed urea sample)](image)
shows stainless steel particles whereas white regions represent the urea particles in the matrix. We can observe from the SEM images that larger sized pores results in case of green stainless steel compacts containing accicular urea whereas small size uniformly distributed pores in case of that containing crushed urea particles. This occurs due to variation in the size of urea particles and contributing mixing in crucible.

Due to the evaporation of urea particles, whether accicular or crushed, during preheating of green compact samples the pores gets produced. The pores obtained are larger in case of samples resulted from accicular urea than that of crushed urea particles due to deformation and distortions resulted by increase in temperature and evaporation. Pores dimension are more compared to the size of urea particles since urea particles vaporise after destroying the mechanical bonds that created high dimension voids.

After preheating both types of samples are sintered to give strength and produce metallurgical bonds in the stainless steel foam samples. The preheated part is heated at a temperature greater than the preheating temperature but below the melting point of matrix.

The samples with higher percentage of urea are irregular in shape because after preheating of green compacts, the samples with higher percentage of urea have higher porosity making the pre-heated compact much weaker. Due to less bonding strength the samples having higher percentage of urea did not sustain it’s shape after pre-heating. The irregularity in shape is more in case of samples obtained through accicular urea particles than that obtained from crushed ones but the strength is increased after sintering. The pores resulted beyond sintering are less in dimensions than those of the pores produced after preheating due to the large restoring force producing more pore shrinkage during sintering.

The pores obtained in case of sintered foams while utilizing accicular urea as space holder are accicular whereas in samples containing crushed carbamide as space holder are nearly abut circular in shape. This is due to the shape of space holder particles and metallurgical bonding in stainless steel matrix during sintering.

During the compression test of stainless steel foam samples of 40, 50 & 60% porosity. In case of ss foam samples comprising of accicular urea as spaceholder the plateau region is obtained when the porosity reaches 50 vol % & beyond it whereas it is not distinct in case of samples obtained from crushed urea as spaceholder due to large size accicular pores obtained in previous case. They have high energy absorption capacity. The foam samples yield strength lowers with the increase in porosity in later case. Also the material is ductile and can be used in lightweight structural applications.

**Conclusion**

Thus stainless steel foams could be successfully processed through powder metallurgy and urea can be efficiently used as a space holder. Also the amount of porosity and material density is directly proportional to the amount of space holder used. The pores dimensions produced depends on the nature of space holder utilized, sintering temperature and time interval of preheating & sintering.

The foams containing larger dimensions pores showed distinct plateau regions at 50 and 60 vol. % porosity corresponding to a plateau stress of 80 and 55 MPa whereas those possessing circular pores doesn’t possess distinct plateau region. The processed acicular foams having distinct plateau regions shows their impact energy absorption characteristics & those processed with crushed urea as a space holder can be utilized in high strength structural applications.
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